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Conditions: Triggers
Triggers explained
Triggers are similar to eld condition sets in that they are denoting conditions under which something should behave in
a speci c way. The di erence is that triggers may be tra ns itio na l s ta tes . Di erence between condition sets and
triggers:

Example

Field Condition Sets

1

Field = A

2

Field = B

3

Field = C

Triggers

4

Field = changed from A to B

5

Field = changed from B to C

6

Field = changed from C to A

Triggers can be used to control dynamic eld changes (auto-populating a eld) and noti cations.
A reminder of when we use Condition Sets, and when we use triggers:

Field Condition Sets

Triggers

Field Visibility (aka Field Permissions)

Noti cations

SLA

Automatic Changes (aka Dynamic Field Changes)

Work ow
Within Triggers

Creating Triggers
Head to Admin > Infocapture > (your project) > Triggers
Tick to specify which rule (or rules) you would like to include.
Here's an example trigger:

Issue Activity
There's ve possible choices here, explained by their names as you can see above.
The trigger can re only if it's a new form being submitted, or if notes or les are added.

Field changes
As above, you'll see two rules available that look for a change in a eld - or no change!
This is useful if you want to keep an eye on a particular area of the form.
Let's say someone edits the form but changes a date eld called 'needed by', you might like to receive a noti cation
email when that happens.

Condition matches
These rules are used for looking at eld conditions, and whether or not they are or were true or false.
Here's the simplest way to explain the four:

It's generally good to use condition rules a s p a irs . Let's say I chose to have Condition set match in the NEW Issue
state = Virgin Selected
As my form moves through its various statuses, every time the form is saved or changed, that condition would still be
true and the trigger would ' re' every time. I might then receive an email noti cation every single time the form is
changed!
So it's important that I only want to be looking at the exa c t p o int a t w hic h tha t c ha nge o c c urs . So, I want my
trigger to look for the change from when it wasn't true that Virgin was selected, to the point at which it is true that
Virgin's been selected. That way, my trigger would only ever re once.
I would create a trigger with these rules:
1. Condition set NOT match in PREVIOUS issue state = Virgin Selected
2. Condition set match in the NEW issue state = Virgin selected
Another example: Let's say I'm looking to receive a noti cation whenever my form is changed to the status of
'Approved'.
I would create a trigger that states:
1. Condition set NOT match in PREVIOUS issue state = Status is Approved
2. Condition set match in the NEW issue state = Status is Approved
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